Thinking about adding robotic process automation (RPA) to your business, but not sure where to begin? Verint® Robotic Process Automation Platform™ is a starter kit that provides the software components you need to roll out, grow, and expand an RPA deployment — at a dramatic discount over purchasing them separately.

Set yourself up for success! With Verint Robotic Process Automation Platform, you can jumpstart your RPA program, add more attended and unattended robots as needed, and quickly start reaping the benefits of simplifying, modernizing, and automating your business.

Visit www.verint.com/rpa to learn more.

What’s Included:

- **10 Authoring Studios** for creating automations. Record employee actions as they execute a process, and then use drag-and-drop functionality to add business rules that create scripts to deploy the robots.

- **5 RPA Consoles** for managing your robot workforce by assigning or triggering automation tasks, along with a dashboard for monitoring robot performance.

- **1 Verint Robotic Process Automation™** unattended robot to perform tasks and processes 24/7 without human intervention. This robot sits on a virtual desktop and can perform multiple tasks and processes.

- **1 Verint Process Assistant™** attended robot to provide employees with real-time guidance. It sits on an employee desktop and delivers guidance based on automation wizards created in the Authoring Studio. It can show employees the steps to following or even complete tasks for them — it’s all up to you!

- **2 Environments to support you**: a production environment, and a development and testing environment.